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Introduction
Web3 adoption is slowing down. Existing users are diving knee-deep into the technology exploration and have almost no 
time or motivation to educate a growing population of users who demand this technology but are too scared and ignorant 
to come close because of the horrors diligently spread by the news.  



Without breaking down the complexities of the technology and taking it to the users outside, the knowledge gap between 
veteran users and normies continues to widen, further decelerating the adoption of the technology. 



Meme tokens have done an incredible job in closing this gap. They create an opportunity for users to experience Web3 
without its complexity, just fun and building relationships. However, that’s being sabotaged by the speculative interest of 
users in capital gains and profits. The digital culture and bond built through these simple objective tokens are being swept 
under the carpet. Not anymore. There’s a new sheriff in town to change the game and call everyone to order - The King 
Bonk. 



King Bonk has seized power and the title of King of all Bonk-inspired coins. He needs no permission to take over and 
dominate BSC and blockchains beyond to bring Bonks to their full glory. The vision is set to amuse people into web3 
adoption, and the King is raising an army and forging through the noise to conquer more territories for Web3 through 
Memes. 



Web3 will behold the effectiveness in Web3 adoption again as King Bonk opens the gates to usher in the next wave of 
users via entertainment, collaboration and community. A Meme is born! A King is risen!



The King Bonk is pulling digital resources and communities together to make Meme tokens what they are primarily for 
again. It is building an army to push Web3 adoption beyond its current shores. It’s leading the charge to unite all dog coins 
of the people and channel the Memetic energy towards solidifying the value these community tokens provide for the 
infant web3 industry.

Mission & Objectives
King Bonk is leading the charge towards bringing meme coins to the forefront of Web3 adoption again. New participants in 
Web3 need no complexity to fully understand and grasp the full potential of the technology propelled by the fun and 
collaboration provided by a vibrant community. 



Hence the objectives of King Bonk are outlined as follows

 Establish a vibrant army of King Bonkers to encourage the use of Web3 technology via the fun and incentives of the 
king.

 Enable an environment of creativity where King Bonkers can freely express their creativity to unlock a new level of 
applications of the technology.

 Spread the news of the wonders of Web3 to new audiences across all digital landscapes and terrains with backing 
incentives. 



The king is assembling an army to bring the good tidings of blockchain technology to the people in the most innovative 
fun ways. King Bonk will become the top dog on BSC by doing for the people what they cannot do for themselves.
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Bonkonomics
The King Bonk token, $KingBonk, is an instrument of bringing Web3 into the hands of the multitude and fueling the fun 
fire of Web3.

Distribution

Token Ticker

Total Supply:

Cex Listing:

Pre-sale & Liquidity

Tax:

 $KingBonk

420,000,000,000,000,000

%5

95%
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Roadmap

[ 2024/Q1 ]

[ 2024/Q1]

[ 2024/Q4 ]

Phase 1
 Presal
 Launc
 Coingecko/Coinmarketcap Listing
 Trending on AveDex, Dextools, Dexscreener, Dexview & other data aggregator
 Listing on Major Exchanges

Phase 2
 King Bonk on the New
 Community Growt
 Huge Marketing Pus
 Trading Competition
 Influencer Calls

Phase 3
 Partnership
 100,000+ holder
 Meme Takeover
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Disclaimer
$KingBonk is a BEP20 token with no intrinsic value or expectation of financial return. It’s solely built for entertainment 
and the King Bonk community amusement and incentivization.
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